Digital approaches to paleography and book history: some challenges, present and future
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Quantitative methods and the use of technology in paleography and book history are by no means new. The New Palaeographical Society took advantage of the latest printing techniques to produce its albums of facsimiles in the late nineteenth century (Thompson et al., 1903–1930); Jean Mallon began using film in the 1930s to illustrate the development of script (Poulle, 1977); Gilissen (1973) was applying statistical measures to script long before widespread access to computers; and even Mabillon (1681) used advanced printing methods in his foundational study of 1681. Smith (1938) applied innovations in photography for the recovery of damaged or illegible script in the 1930s, and Malachi Beit-Arié’s database of Hebrew manuscripts began in the 1960s and remains one of – probably – the most important works of quantitative codicology. This list is by no means complete, and it demonstrates a continued interest in finding new ways to help us understand books and documents. However, it is also clear that recent developments have dramatically transformed the field. It is now 10 years since publication of what is perhaps the seminal article in what has since become known as “digital” or “computational” paleography (Ciula, 2005). Much excellent work has been done since then, and the whole field of paleography has perhaps been reinvigorated as a result [see, for instance, Rehbein et al. (2009), Fischer et al. (2011), Nelson and Terras (2012), Hassner et al. (2013)]. Nevertheless, much remains to be done, both within paleography in the narrow sense and also, probably even more so, in other areas of book history and diplomatic.

Regarding paleography, much work in the last 10 years has been done on questions of “who,” “when,” “where,” and “what”: what was written, by whom, when, and where? However, there is very much more to paleography than this. What about questions of technique, such as searching for “stabbing” strokes that might indicate a scribe used to writing on wax, or changes in scribal “equilibrium,” which might suggest expertise, forgery, or imitation (Stokes, 2011, 2014)?

“GLOBAL” APPROACHES

Most work, to date, has focused on a few “major” writing systems. One challenge is therefore to ensure that the full diversity of writing and book production is represented in this work, and that we do not perpetuate existing divides of culture, politics, history, and indeed power. Beyond this, interest is also growing in what might be called “transversal” or even “global” paleography. Paleography and Book History have both long been multi- and interdisciplinary; nevertheless, scholars tend to be very specialized in what that they consider. This is for good reason, given the advanced training one needs to understand the writing systems, languages, techniques of book production, historical and cultural context of production, and so on. However, some digital methods
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†The term “transversal paleography” is taken from the Groupe de recherches transversales en paléographie at the École pratique des hautes études in Paris. Comparable also is the Center for the Study of Manuscript Cultures in the University of Hamburg, and Derolez (2003a).
are already proving effective across very different writing systems, and comparative codicology has existed for some time [Hoffman and Hunzinger (1988); see also Bausi et al. (2015)], so how far can these new methods be applied “transversally”? What are the opportunities and limits? Can methods for, say, modern printed Hebrew apply also to Mongolian Vertical script? Is Western European codicology transferrable to and from, say, Malaysian palm-leaf books? Can there be a universal model for the representation of books and handwriting? For handwriting and print? For decoration? Are modern and medieval books as different as scholarly practice seems to suggest, or can the same methods be applied to both? Can paleographers learn from typographers, and vice versa? Or is even asking these questions part of a vain “quest for universalism” (Reider and Röhle, 2012, pp. 78–9). This may prove straightforward for problems, such as writer identification, which are relatively agnostic regarding the writing system, although even these may include assumptions about the mechanics of writing which are by no means universal, such as the form of pen or brush, and the way it is held and manipulated (Schomaker, 2008). However, the challenge here seems much greater for more semantic or ontological approaches [as suggested, for instance, by Hassner et al. (2013)]. Finding universal elements here may prove impossible, but success just might hint at something very fundamental about humanity and our development and use of technology.

**BEYOND PALEOGRAPHY**

As already noted, some of the earliest uses of computers for manuscript studies was in the field of codicology, and work in that area has continued ever since. However, the focus of the last 10 years seems to have been paleographical. There are many notable exceptions, such as continued work in quantitative codicology, the series of Digital Diplomatics conferences, the application of IconClass to online frameworks for the study of Art History, the application of RTI to inscriptions, and the representation of books, texts, and other related entities through ontologies, such as FRBRoo, CIDOC-CRM, TEI, and EAD. Similarly, the study of printed books has also benefited significantly from digital approaches through OCR, layout analysis, and others. Nevertheless, there seem to be some clear omissions. How can we fully integrate the text with a model of the construction of the book that it is preserved in, incorporating not only the page layout but also the binding structure, pages that are (or were) physically part of the same sheet of paper or parchment, and so on? Books and sometimes documents are not static objects but often change in content, binding, and even structure, so how can this be captured and represented? If “the medium is the message,” as is so often asserted, then how can the physical medium of the book or document be represented in a digital edition of the text? To what extent can or should study of books and documents in digital form engage with theories of new media and remediation, for instance, those of Bolter and Grusin (2000)? What about more three-dimensional forms of written communication, which are not readily amenable to photography, such as inscriptions, clay tablets, or cylinder seals? What can we learn by bringing librarians, archivists, conservationists, even publishers, and others into discussion with paleographers, codicologists, diplomats, and book historians?

**THE “BIG QUESTIONS” OF DIGITAL HUMANITIES**

Many of the “big questions” of Digital Humanities are very relevant to book history and diplomatic and have been discussed already in this context, particularly by Hassner et al. (2013), and this paragraph and the next draw heavily on that discussion. A big and perhaps unanswerable question is if we can find the limits of automation, now and in the foreseeable future. Another is the “80/20” question: given the inherently messy and “human” nature of book production and diplomatic, it seems unlikely that digital methods will produce perfect results for many of our questions at any time soon. As well as attempting to improve the accuracy of the results, then, it is also worth asking what we can usefully do now with results that are “near enough.” One example is work on finding joins in fragments from the Cairo Genizah: this corpus of many thousands of fragments is too big for people to manage alone, but the computer can make suggestions of where to look (Wolf et al., 2011a,b; Genizah, 2015). Even if only 1% of these suggestions are accurate, this still equates to some 3,500 new joins, which had not been found before. In contrast to this is writer verification, where the methods might be the same but the underlying question is importantly different: not “find me specimens which are similar,” but rather “I have two specimens of writing, now tell me if they were written by the same person.” The difference here is how to verify the result. These two samples are somehow similar, which is straightforward enough to determine given metrics for similarity. However, it is not at all clear how to verify that the similarity identified by the computer necessarily means production by the same writer, particularly for cases in which we have no substantial ground truth against which to test our methods. Assuming that we do not have a perfectly reliable algorithm, any result will be provided in the form of a likelihood, and it will then be incumbent on the human expert to make the final decision. However, if the experts were able to verify this themselves then they would not have needed the computer. On what basis can this decision be made? How can we “cross-examine” the computer, a question raised by Davis some years ago and still only barely addressed [Davis (2007), p. 266 no. 27; see also Schomaker (2008), p. 248]? Is favoring the computational approach simply succumbing to the “lure of objectivity” (Reider and Röhle, 2012, pp. 71–3)?

This discussion leads into questions about evidence and communication. How can we address the “black box” problem (Hassner et al., 2013, pp. 25–6), and ensure that results can be verified? How do we present computational results in ways that the audience can understand and use them? Does this matter: to what extent must all specialist scholarship be accepted at least partly on trust? Strikingly relevant here is the question that Derolez raised more than 10 years ago: “how is it possible to proceed in such a way that the description of handwriting is as clear and convincing to its reader as it is to its author?” (Derolez, 2003b, p. 7). His question was not “how can I know,” but rather “how can I convince you,” and this distinction seems often to be forgotten.
These questions in turn suggest the importance of visualization and interface design, areas that seem to have received relatively little attention when applied to books and manuscripts. Is the seemingly ubiquitous manuscript viewer really the most appropriate way of presenting this material? Are images really the best way to "reproduce" the original at all (cf. Tarte, 2011, p. 7, and Reider and Röhle, 2012, pp. 73–5)? To what extent can or should other approaches, such as structured data, also be considered representations in this way? How can we communicate the nonvisual aspects of our materials? How can search queries and results be improved in a field with widely varying terminology, with wide uncertainty in date range and place, and where the objects themselves have changed significantly over time?

Finally, this diachronic aspect is another challenge that seems to have received relatively little attention. Stansbury has already noted that digital methods tend to focus on classification rather than development or evolution (Stansbury, 2009, pp. 237 and 247–8), but his challenge has met with relatively little attention. Some work has been done on dating manuscripts based on the assumption that variations in script develop over time (He et al., 2014), but the objective here is still to determine dates rather than to investigate the evolution per se (but cf. Poulle, 1977). How can we use computers to help represent and investigate diachronic variation as an end in itself? How can we even refer unambiguously to a single manuscript when that manuscript may be composite, may have been rebound, had pages rearranged, sections moved between different volumes, and so on? Places change as well: the London of today is in some respects an entirely different entity from that of the eleventh century, for example. What are the implications of all this for linked data and the semantic web? Is your London really the same as mine? And what are the consequences if it is not?

The questions raised here are not new, and indeed many of them have been considered before, whether in Digital Humanities or long before that label was even imagined. Nevertheless, the challenges remain. The stakes are high, insofar as effective responses to these questions would have very wide implications not just for the study of books and documents but much more widely. A lot has happened since Ciula's seminal article, but a lot remains to be done.
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